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About SCI
The Sustainable Cities Initiative (SCI) is a cross-disciplinary organization at the 
University of Oregon that seeks to promote education, service, public outreach, 
and research on the design and development of sustainable cities. We are 
redefining higher education for the public good and catalyzing community 
change toward sustainability. Our work addresses sustainability at multiple 
scales and emerges from the conviction that creating the sustainable city 
cannot happen within any single discipline. SCI is grounded in cross-disciplinary 
engagement as the key strategy for solving community sustainability issues. 
We serve as a catalyst for expanded research and teaching, and market this 
expertise to scholars, policymakers, community leaders, and project partners. 
Our work connects student energy, faculty experience, and community needs to 
produce innovative, tangible solutions for the creation of a sustainable society.
About SCY
The Sustainable City Year (SCY) program is a year-long partnership between 
SCI and one city in Oregon, in which students and faculty in courses from 
across the university collaborate with the partner city on sustainability and 
livability projects. SCY faculty and students work in collaboration with staff 
from the partner city through a variety of studio projects and service-learning 
courses to provide students with real-world projects to investigate. Students 
bring energy, enthusiasm, and innovative approaches to difficult, persistent 
problems. SCY’s primary value derives from collaborations resulting in on-
the-ground impact and forward movement for a community ready to transition 
to a more sustainable and livable future. SCY 2010-11 includes courses 
in Architecture; Arts and Administration; Business Management; Interior 
Architecture; Journalism; Landscape Architecture; Law; Planning, Public Policy, 
and Management; Product Design; and Civil Engineering (at Portland State 
University).
About Salem, Oregon
Salem, the capital city of Oregon and its third largest city (population 157,000, 
with 383,000 residents in the metropolitan area), lies in the center of the lush 
Willamette River valley, 47 miles from Portland. Salem is located an hour 
from the Cascade mountains to the east and ocean beaches to the west. 
Thriving businesses abound in Salem and benefit from economic diversity. The 
downtown has been recognized as one of the region’s most vital retail centers 
for a community of its size. Salem has retained its vital core and continues to be 
supported by strong and vibrant historic neighborhoods, the campus-like Capitol 
Mall, Salem Regional Hospital, and Willamette University. Salem offers a wide 
array of restaurants, hotels, and tourist attractions, ranging from historic sites 
and museums to events that appeal to a wide variety of interests. 1,869 acres of 
park land invite residents and visitors alike to enjoy the outdoors.
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Executive Summary
The City of Salem operates and maintains a complex and costly network of over 
10,500 streetlights. This report examines several challenges within Salem’s 
current streetlighting system and provides recommendations to enable the city 
to achieve a more sustainable operations structure. 
Three primary attributes affect the operational sustainability of streetlights 
in Salem: funding sources, ownership arrangements, and energy efficiency. 
Funding is relevant because Salem, ideally, would use funds from the state 
gasoline tax exclusively to finance required street maintenance, and would 
draw revenue for streetlights from a difference source. At present, Salem 
allocates approximately 20 percent of gas tax funds to pay for streetlights. 
Simultaneously, Salem allocates roughly one million dollars annually from 
the city’s General Fund to meet its needs for street maintenance. Secondly, 
ownership arrangements are relevant because Salem has a unique streetlight 
ownership and maintenance structure that involves three separate entities. 
Shared ownership constitutes a complicated system consisting of over 100 
combinations of lights and ballasts. Without streamlined ownership, the city 
is unable to modify maintenance costs or introduce technology to ensure 
least-cost streetlight operations. Implementing energy efficient technology is 
a key opportunity for the city to reduce cost of streetlighting. As part of the 
University of Oregon’s Sustainable City Year program, the Salem Public Works 
Department commissioned students in a Master of Public Administration 
Capstone course to investigate both fundraising and cost saving opportunities 
within this system.
The research team performed three analyses to identify the best means of 
reducing the burden of streetlight operations and ownership. The principal 
analysis evaluated the city’s many options for raising streetlight revenue 
based on equity and cost. Two additional analyses determined the financial 
implications of (1) the acquisition of streetlights owned by Salem Electric and 
Portland General Electric and (2) investment in energy-saving technological 
upgrades.
Through the first analysis, the research team determined that Salem will 
likely experience immediate stabilization of funding and increased funding by 
implementing a direct user fee. A fee of this type presents the most favorable 
form of tax collection for an entity of Salem’s size, taking into consideration cost 
of collection and residents’ ability to pay. Results of our secondary financial 
modeling indicate that investment in LED upgrades and streetlight acquisition 
may produce positive returns for the city, although Salem would not realize 
these benefits for many years. 
Based on the results of the analyses described above, the research team offers 
a three-tiered policy recommendation to the city. First, we recommend that the 
city adopt a direct streetlighting fee, levied as an electric utility pass-through. 
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A fee of $1.50 per month per street address will fully fund Salem’s streetlight 
operations. In addition, this funding mechanism allows the city to include an 
additional $0.25 fee per month for the creation of a streetlight improvement fund.
After the implementation of a direct streetlight fee, the research team 
recommends that the city use revenue generated by the suggested capital 
improvement fee to purchase the Salem Option A segment of streetlights. In 
addition, the team recommends that Salem table the option to upgrade PGE 
Option C lights to LED technology.
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Introduction 
Currently, the City of Salem provides approximately 10,500 streetlights for 
the safety and well-being of its residents. These streetlights cost the city 
roughly 1.5 million dollars per year in combined electricity and maintenance 
costs, representing 20 percent of Public Works Department expenditures. 
The city uses a combination of ownership and rental options in partnership 
with two electric utilities, Portland General Electric (PGE) and Salem Electric 
(SE). The shared ownership model has contributed to a system with over 100 
combinations of lights and ballasts. The city has identified this streetlight system 
as an important opportunity to increase the efficiency of government operations 
and the long-term stability of financial resources.
In conjunction with the University of Oregon’s Sustainable City Year program, 
the City of Salem commissioned a team of students in a Masters of Public 
Administration Capstone course at the University of Oregon to recommend 
a more sustainable model for their streetlight operations. The city seeks a 
streetlighting system that is financially and politically sustainable in an era of 
public/private partnerships, regulatory change, rising energy costs, and unstable 
government revenue. At the same time, Salem is considering the environmental 
cost and benefits of their municipal infrastructure.
Voters in Salem have historically wavered in their support of streetlight-related 
infrastructure taxes. In 2003, voters overwhelmingly repealed the Streetscape 
Utility Fee, but in 2008, they solidly supported the Streets and Bridges Bond 
Measure. In addition to the wishes of residents, the city must consider the 
financial needs of the all city departments in any discussion of redistribution of 
city funds. 
Increasing funding for one purpose limits the amount of available funds for 
future projects. In the article “The Marginal Cost of Public Funds,” Edgar 
Browning (1976) explains this phenomenon as the opportunity cost of taxing. 
There is not an infinite funding supply for any government to draw from, and 
therefore any tax has the cost of not only the program that it is funding, but also 
the cost of not providing another program. With the understanding that funds 
are limited, and a particular expenditure comes at the expense of another, our 
analysis and recommendations will not address these ideas; the City of Salem 
has performed an internal analysis and determined that streetlights were their 
priority. 
The following report examines available mechanisms to improve the 
sustainability of Salem’s streetlight operations. The first section defines Salem’s 
streetlight operations problems and provides a survey of possible solutions. The 
remaining portions of the report provide in-depth analysis of the most suitable 
alternatives and recommended actions for the city to achieve more sustainable 
streetlight operations.
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Problem Statement
Salem’s streetlights are currently funded exclusively with State Highway Fund 
(gas tax) revenue. The State Highway Fund is the primary funding source for 
the Department of Public Works’ street-related expenses, including traffic signal 
operations, street trees and landscaping, street maintenance, transportation 
planning, and traffic engineering and signs. Streetlight operations cost the 
city roughly 1.5 million dollars per year, utilizing 20 percent of Salem’s State 
Highway Fund resources. These costs represent the city’s greatest single 
expenditure of gas tax funds, diverting resources from other necessary street 
maintenance needs. In 2007, for example, street maintenance received less 
than one percent of gas tax resources while streetlight operations received 19 
percent. This led the city to reallocate 40 percent of water/sewer franchise fee 
revenues to pavement maintenance (City of Salem Public Works, 2008). 
The Department of Public Works is facing strained resources and, consequently, 
receives approximately one million dollars in an annual subsidy from the 
General Fund to maintain public infrastructure. In an effort to eliminate the need 
for this subsidy and increase the resources available for street maintenance 
and improvement, the city would like to reduce or eliminate their streetlight 
operations expenses. 
Salem’s complex streetlight ownership structure presents an additional 
challenge for the Department of Public Works. Portland General Electric, Salem 
Electric, and the city each own various components of Salem’s streetlight 
system (see Figure 1). So-called Option A systems are owned and maintained 
by the utilities. Option B systems are owned by the city and maintained by the 
utilities. The PGE Option C system is owned and maintained by the city, with 
electricity furnished by PGE. A small number of lights are rented from Salem 
Electric. The viability of acquiring the utility-owned portions of Salem streetlights 
is mixed. PGE owns and maintains the PGE Option A portion of Salem’s 
streetlight system. According to PGE Lighting Systems, “at this time PGE [is] not 
Segment # of Lights % of Total System % Utility Owned
% City Owned
PGE Option A 2,769 26.23% 31.38%
Salem Electric Option A 538 5.10%
Salem Electric Rentals 6 0.05%
PGE Option B 4,935 46.75% 68.62%
Salem Electric Option B 1,624 15.38%
PGE Option C 685 6.49%
Totals 10,557 100% 100%
Figure 1: Salem Streetlight Ownership Structure. Source: Adapted from R.W. Beck Report, 2000
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selling any of our assets” (Tracy Aguilar, personal communication, February 17, 
2011). 
Without streamlined ownership, the city is unable to modify maintenance costs 
or introduce technology to ensure least-cost streetlight operations. Salem’s 
ownership structure is a potential cost burden but provides an opportunity for 
the city to increase the efficiency of streetlight operations through reduced 
maintenance costs and energy efficiency. 
The City of Salem Department of Public Works has commissioned this capstone 
group to identify mechanisms through which the city can reduce the cost of 
streetlight operations. In an effort to provide a comprehensive series of policy 
recommendations, we have identified three potential ways to reduce these costs 
and streamline the finance structure: 
• Implement an alternative funding mechanism.
• Change the streetlight ownership structure.
• Increase the energy efficiency of streetlights with technology.
The remainder of this report will identify specific solutions to Salem’s 
streetlighting problem, evaluate these potential solutions, and provide policy 
recommendations. 
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Research Questions
The research team developed the following research questions to guide our 
analysis toward solutions to Salem’s streetlight problem. The primary question 
(Question 1) encompasses our goals most broadly. The subsequent questions 
provide secondary levels of analytical depth to steer our research toward the 
three previously identified solution categories: alternative funding, ownership 
structure, and energy efficiency.
Question 1: What steps would be required to achieve a “sustainable” streetlight 
funding and operations system, and what long- and short-term costs are 
associated with implementing each?
a. What defines a sustainable system?
Question 2: What alternative resources are available to fund streetlighting?
Question 3: What energy and cost efficiency mechanisms exist?
Question 4: What are the advantages and disadvantages of changing the 
ownership and maintenance structure?
a. Is buyback from each utility feasible?
b. What cost reductions can be achieved through buyback?
These questions provide the foundation upon which we identified and analyzed 
the options available to Salem to reduce the cost of their streetlight operations.
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Research Design
To address the research questions, the team identified available alternative 
funding, ownership, and efficiency mechanisms and performed three discrete 
analyses on these options. First, the team evaluated the expected costs 
associated with implementing each alternative funding option. For each funding 
mechanism, we quantified the following costs: equity, cost of implementation, 
cost of operation, and ease of implementation. 
Second, the research group analyzed the acquisition of Salem Electric’s Option 
A streetlight system to assess the merits of the prospective investment (simple 
payback period, discounted payback period, net present value, and internal rate 
of return). This analysis updates the acquisition cost (investment) from Salem 
Electric’s prior proposal from late 2009 (see Appendix A). The net annualized 
savings for this option remains unchanged. A template displaying the financial 
metrics is included in Appendix B to illustrate this methodology. 
Finally, this report presents an analysis of the investment in LED upgrades, 
specifically within the PGE Option C segment of Salem’s streetlight system. 
The city currently owns and operates this segment and pays PGE for electricity 
costs. In addition to calculating the upgrade cost (investment) and associated 
cash flows for this option, the research team calculated simple payback period, 
discounted payback period, net present value, and internal rate of return. The 
supporting data, calculations, and underlying assumptions used to derive the 
investment amount and net annualized savings are presented in Appendices 
C1 and C2. The metrics for the financial analyses are presented in Appendices 
D, E, and F. This analysis facilitates a comparison with the proposed Salem 
Electric Option A acquisition, and is intended to support an informed investment 
decision by the city.
These three analyses are then synthesized to generate policy 
recommendations. The net present value of each proposed capital project is 
compared to determine the superior investment option(s). The net benefits 
of alternative revenue streams were compared as well, which resulted in our 
recommendations for action by the City of Salem. In turn, we expect these 
actions, which are described in the recommendations section, to increase the 
efficiency and reduce the cost of Salem’s streetlight operations.
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Existing and Available Systems 
Streetlight provision is integral to municipal public safety and transportation 
infrastructure. For the City of Salem, however, streetlights present a significant 
burden on scarce city resources, specifically gasoline tax revenues. Many 
opportunities exist to reduce the cost of streetlight operations (electricity and 
maintenance), including changing the funding source, decreasing the electricity 
required, and changing the ownership structure. The following catalog of 
existing systems provides a survey of conventional streetlight finance systems, 
efficiency measures, and ownership arrangements used in Oregon and across 
the nation. This survey is intended to place Salem’s current operations system 
in a larger context and identify alternative opportunities to reduce the cost of 
streetlight operations. 
Funding Mechanisms
Municipalities employ a wide range of funding streams for local streetlight 
operations. In 2010, the League of Oregon Cities (LOC) conducted a “Street 
and Traffic Light Survey” which, among other questions, asked cities “How are 
your streetlighting operating costs funded?” Of Oregon’s 242 cities, 37 percent 
completed the survey. These responding cities represent 78 percent of Oregon’s 
city residents and 55 percent of Oregon’s overall population. While no particular 
mechanism appears to dominate streetlight finance, the LOC 2010 draft survey 
results report that funding typically originates from two primary categories: city 
funds and locally assessed user fees (see Figure 1). This section describes 
these categories and the conventional streetlight finance mechanisms used 
throughout Oregon and the United States. 
City Funds
Many municipalities rely, at least in part, on a range of general and shared city 
funds to finance their general operations. According to the LOC “Street and 
Traffic Light Survey” 2010 draft results, Oregon municipalities employing city 
funds generally do so through revenue, State Highway Fund transfers, or a 
combination of these resources (LOC, 2011). 
State Highway Fund Sources 
State Highway Fund revenue is generated by the Oregon Department of 
Transportation through driver’s license fees, vehicle registration and title fees, 
fuel taxes (gas tax), and weight-mile taxes levied on trucks and other heavy 
vehicles (ODOT 2010). Fuel tax revenue comprises the majority of revenue 
generated. Roughly 16% of the fund’s net revenue is allocated to cities, based 
on their population, and must be used for roads, bridges or rest areas (ODOT 
2010). 
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Like Salem, several Oregon 
cities place the entire burden 
of streetlight funding upon their 
State Highway Fund transfers 
(see Figure 2). According to the 
2011 LOC draft survey results, 
nearly one-third of respondents 
report funding their streetlights 
entirely through State Highway 
Fund transfers. 
Many additional localities rely 
primarily, but not exclusively, 
on State Highway Fund 
revenue. The City of Lebanon, 
for example, funds streetlight 
operations through a City 
“Street Fund” that receives 
90% of its resources from the 
State Highway Fund and 10% 
from transfers including landfill 
permits and miscellaneous revenue (City of Lebanon 2010). Recent financial 
constraints further reduced Lebanon’s 2010-2011 transfers for street light 
operations expenses by $93,000. The city mitigated this loss by transferring the 
street fund’s $65,000 street sweeping expense to their storm water fund. This 
was possible through the implementation of a storm drain utility fee and storm 
drain maintenance program. 
The City of Joseph, similarly, finances the operation of their 135 streetlights 
through a combined revenue stream of State Highway Fund Revenue and City 
Transient Lodging Tax. 
General Fund Sources
Many other municipalities finance streetlight operations entirely with 
General Funds resources. General Funds serve as operating funds for local 
governments, accounting for all fiscal resources aside from those required by 
specific funds. The majority of local governments in Oregon utilize a General 
Fund, and some small localities rely exclusively on it for budgeting (Oregon 
Department of Revenue 2009). General Funds resources in Oregon vary in 
origin between municipalities but are, for the most part, generated through 
property tax assessment, incoming federal and state transfers, and fees, 
including franchise and license fees (Oregon Department of Revenue 2009).
In Oregon, approximately 17% of cities participating in the LOC Streetlight 
Survey rely exclusively on this streetlight funding mechanism. Cities that fund 
streetlight operations entirely with General Fund resources include Grants Pass, 
Newport, North Bend, Oregon City, and Roseburg (LOC, 2011). Other cities rely 
Figure 2: Percent of responding Oregon cities utilizing existing funding. 
Source: League of Oregon Cities, 2011.
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primarily on their General Fund, supplemented by other sources. Winston, for 
example, finances the operation of their 327 streetlights with a combination of 
General Funds and franchise fees levied on utility companies. 
Streetlight Fees
While many cities pay for their streetlights with general city funds, other 
municipalities employ various fee structures to fund streetlight operations. 
These can vary greatly from local lighting districts and bond issues, to “out-of-
the-box” systems such as “adopt a light” and streetlight advertising. In Oregon, 
the most common forms of user fees are property tax levies and special lighting 
districts.
Lighting Districts
Increasingly, cities throughout the country have stopped providing funding for 
streetlights and are relying on citizen-created lighting districts to pay for the 
provision of streetlights. Lighting districts are similar to other service districts 
that exist (e.g. water, sewer, and sanitary) and allow residents to approve and 
operate local services at their desired level (Special Districts, 1957). In his book 
on special districts in America, Bollens (1957) cites the need for special districts 
to mitigate instability of traditional local governmental units. They enable 
provision of essential services regardless of city/county boundaries. This option 
allows citizens to set appropriate funding and operation levels through a tax or 
fee structure; property taxes are typically used. 
Direct User Fees
The final common funding method identified is a direct user fee. These fees, 
referred to in this report as “streetlight fees” are levied per household as a 
user charge for streetlight consumption. These fees are developed on the 
assumption that all residents and businesses derive equal benefit from the 
streetlights, charging every household and business equally. Roughly 17% of 
respondents to the LOC Streetlight Survey charge residents a direct, monthly 
fee to finance streetlight operations. These fees vary based on the individual 
needs of municipalities; however, they generally range between two and five 
dollars per month in Oregon (LOC, 2011). In 2007, Florence implemented a $2 
per month fee for all of its customers; this is very similar to how Cornelius funds 
streetlights. Other cities (e.g. Medford, Wilsonville, and Portland) have created 
a tiered fee system that is contingent on the number and type of streetlights in 
proximity to the property (LOC, 2011). 
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Out-of-the-box Funding Mechanisms 
Beyond the conventional funding schemes described above, creative 
municipalities around the world have adopted “out of the box” mechanisms to 
generate streetlight operations revenue. 
Streetlight Adoption
One unconventional funding option, successfully implemented in Colorado 
Springs, is a streetlight adoption system, by which residents individually finance 
the operation costs of streetlights for an annually or monthly assessed fee. In 
Colorado Springs this fee ranged from $75 - $180 per light per year (Chacon, 
2010). With this system, cities chose a minimum level of lighting that they were 
willing (or obligated) to provide, leaving additional lighting levels up to residents’ 
preferences. In Colorado Springs many street light “adopters” choose to 
illuminate groups of lights as opposed to just a single light.
Mileage Traveled Tax
One funding option, proposed in response to the increasing number of 
alternative fuel vehicles and decreasing gas tax revenues in Oregon, is the 
mileage tax. A 2005 Department of Transportation report to the legislature 
proposed that all new alternative fuel vehicles in Oregon be required to pay 
a tax on all miles driven. This proposed tax was to improve tax equity among 
drivers, as the current shift in gasoline consumption is placing an unfair burden 
on drivers of traditional fuel vehicles. The plan also allows for a local option that 
will allow cities to add an additional amount of tax to provide for local initiatives 
(Whitty and Imholt 45).
Private Streetlight Funding
Portland, Oregon has a stipulation in its streetlight code that requires 
homeowners’ associations (HOAs) to provide private streetlight funding. 
This is not a unique policy and is similar to the streetlight district idea, but is 
implemented on a smaller scale. The City of Houston, Texas has a similar 
policy requiring residents in subdivided areas to pay for streetlights through 
local HOAs. This policy helps to mitigate the growing cost of streetlighting and 
allows for a stable, long-term funding source for streetlights in new residential 
neighborhoods. 
Streetlight Advertising
One particularly entrepreneurial “out of the box” funding mechanism currently 
used by the City of Johannesburg, South Africa, allows companies to purchase 
advertising space on streetlights. This method of streetlight finance creates a 
market for streetlighting, but may pose some unique legal challenges for a city. 
Johannesburg has been able to turn streetlighting into a profit maker instead of 
a cost center.
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Ownership of Streetlight Systems
Municipalities in Oregon utilize a wide range of ownership arrangements for their 
streetlights. According to the LOC Streetlight Survey, 70 percent of responding 
Oregon cities own streetlights in their municipality, and 68 percent have 
streetlights owned by utilities. An additional 12 percent of municipalities report 
that private entities own streetlights in their city (LOC, 2011). 
Several municipalities throughout the U.S. have changed the ownership 
structure of their streetlighting systems with the goal of reducing operating 
costs. Through acquisition, cities purchase streetlights owned by utilities, to 
avoid utility maintenance fees, streamline operations, and install energy efficient 
technologies. Further, if the offsetting maintenance costs incurred directly by 
cities are lower than the rates formerly charged by the utilities, this will result in 
net savings. The Oregon Public 
Utility Commission reviews and 
approves rates submitted by 
various utilities. Maintenance 
rates are often greater than 
a utility’s actual cost, which 
allows utilities to profit. If and 
when a municipality can obtain 
utility-owned lighting, it is 
possible for the municipality to 
save on maintenance costs if 
its own costs to maintain the 
system are lower than what the 
utility formerly charged. 
The Massachusetts Municipal 
Association reported that 
“Worcester [Massachusetts] 
expects to save more than $1.6 million a year by purchasing more than 13,000 
streetlights from National Grid, a move made possible by a sharp decline over 
the years in the utility’s selling price.” According to National Grid, 14 other 
municipalities also purchased streetlights from them (Evich, 2011). 
Another significant benefit of city ownership of streetlight systems lies with 
the inherent ability to assert a higher degree of control than a utility typically 
allows (LOC, 2011). Recently, Myrtle Creek, Oregon provided an example of the 
importance of control by choosing “to turn out eighty-nine lights in order to save 
money on electricity cost” (LOC, 2011).
Late in 2009, Salem Electric reaffirmed its willingness to sell its Option A 
lighting system for $80,440 (R. Kuhlman, personal communication, November 
5, 2009). Salem Electric’s system had also been offered for $31,161 in 2000 
(R.W. Beck, 2000, p. ES-2). In a report prepared for Salem’s Mayor and City 
Council, it was estimated that purchasing the Salem Electric Option A system 
Figure 3: Ownership structures for Oregon streetlights. Source: League of 
Oregon Cities Streetlight Survey, 2011.
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would result in a net annual savings of $12,400 (P. Fernandez, personal 
communication, December 14, 2009). At that time, a change in ownership from 
Salem Option A (utility owned) to Option B (city owned) would have saved 
$26,200 in maintenance, with offsetting annual replacement costs to the city of 
$13,800; resulting in the net annual savings of $12,400 (P. Fernandez, personal 
communication, December 14, 2009). The undiscounted payback period of such 
an investment would have been 6.5 years ($80,440/ $12,400 = 6.48) had the 
city accepted Salem Electric’s offer (P. Fernandez, personal communication, 
December 14, 2009).
On March 7, 2011, Salem Electric extended a new offer for the purchase of 
the Option A portion of their system at an updated price of $90,355.62. The 
maintenance fee savings associated with this acquisition is estimated to be 
$26,200 per year while new replacement costs to the city are estimated to be 
$13,800 annually. This would result in a net annualized savings of $12,400 (K. 
Hottmann, personal communication, March 14, 2011). Salem has not made 
an acquisition decision at this time, since other viable alternative investments 
warrant further consideration. Since resources for capital projects are limited, an 
investment in Salem Electric Option A system acquisition would be in competition 
with other proposed capital projects (investments). The net present value of each 
proposed capital project can be compared to determine the superior investment 
option(s). 
Efficiency Mechanisms 
Another investment opportunity involves upgrading a given portion of city owned 
streetlights from high intensity discharge (HID) to solid-state lighting, such as 
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or magnetic induction lights (LOC, 2011). According 
to the LOC Streetlight Survey, 13 percent of responding cities currently use LED 
technology for streetlighting. In 
addition, 10 percent use some 
magnetic induction technology 
and 14 percent use some 
other efficiency technology 
(LOC, 2011). Increasing the 
energy efficiency of Salem’s 
streetlights presents an 
additional means by which the 
city can reduce the cost burden 
of streetlight operations. 
Several technologies are 
available to the city in many 
stages of technological 
feasibility. These efficiency 
mechanisms range from LED 
lighting that is currently used in 
Figure 4: Lighting technology in Oregon streetlights. Source: League of 
Oregon Cities Streetlight Survey, 2011.
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cities throughout the nation to solar lighting systems still in the early stages of 
adoption. 
LED Lighting 
Several cities throughout the state of Oregon have completed partial upgrades 
and/or research studies of LED streetlights in hopes of assessing their efficiency 
and fiscal impact. LEDs consist of clusters of small, high-intensity bulbs and are 
extolled for their power efficiency and clear luminosity. 
The United States Department of Energy (DOE), in collaboration with Pacific 
Gas and Electric, studied the feasibility of LEDs as replacements for existing 
street light fixtures in San Francisco. The study provides a suitable comparison 
to Salem, since both cities have similar street light fixtures. The DOE study 
recommends that other cities investigate LED technology as well, evaluating 
their efficiency based on performance, energy and power usage, and general 
fiscal considerations such as payback period and net present value (New 
Streetlights, 2011). 
LED streetlights are becoming a popular choice in localities because of their 
potential to cut electricity use by nearly 50 percent (New Streetlights, 2011). In 
Oregon, Klamath Falls began a pilot program in December 2009 to convert to 
LED streetlights. The program replaced 20 traditional streetlights with 20 LED 
bulbs. The existing fixture consumed an average of 138 watts per luminaire 
over the monitored period. As a result, the estimated annual power consumption 
for the luminaire, assuming 4100 hours of operation annually, is 567 kWh. The 
energy consumption for the LED luminaires, in contrast, ranged from a low of 
roughly 41 watts to a high of roughly 69 watts per luminaire (TRN-4.01, 2011).
For cities seeking to invest, the high initial cost of LED street lights proves to be 
a barrier, especially in terms of total city-wide retrofit. To counteract the initial 
capital investment, energy savings also help to buy down the incremental cost 
of LEDs relative to other options. The DOE study shows expected maintenance 
cost savings and lower electricity costs due to wattage of the bulbs. Additionally, 
the DOE study highlights the utility of product warranties for LED technology, 
which range from 2 to 7 years (TRN-4.01, 2011). During this period of time, the 
consumer can typically receive a full refund for any product that is faulty or does 
not perform up to expectations.
City managers and public officials alike should compare the discounted payback 
of LED investments with traditional streetlights’ capital and operations costs 
when planning retrofits or new street light projects. This assessment should 
include estimated energy and maintenance savings in addition to environmental 
and city-wide sustainability. 
LED systems generate heat that can decrease luminaire lifespan if not 
managed properly. While thermal management technology is incorporated 
in new systems, retrofitting existing HID lights requires examining means of 
mitigating the thermal demands of LEDs. 
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There is currently a lack of comprehensive standards for the use of LEDs in 
streetlighting. The DOE has begun the process of developing these standards, 
though it will likely be a matter of years before solid-state lighting requirements 
reach a level of maturity similar to HID lighting standards.
Magnetic Induction Lighting
While LED installations have become the prevailing form of solid-state lighting 
and efficiency efforts, there are additional bulb options and lighting technology 
systems that provide potential energy savings. Although LEDs have garnered 
the majority of press and installation of solid-state lighting (SSL), a different form 
of SSL is available: magnetic induction (MI) lighting. When compared to LEDs, 
MI lighting has equal or greater energy savings, reduced use of mercury, and a 
major increase of bulb lifespan of up to 100,000 hours versus 50-60,000 hours 
for comparable LEDs (How Magnetic, 2010). Additionally, MI bulbs do not have 
the long-term output dimming associated with LEDs.
The core technology of MI bulbs, while older than LEDs, is less developed. 
Since LED manufacturers have devoted large amounts of funding and 
marketing to LEDs, it is unlikely that MI bulbs will be able to compete 
effectively beyond small, niche markets. In addition, MI lamps require Federal 
Communications Commission certification to avoid causing interference with 
other electronic devices (US Lighting, 2005). Also informal opinion gathering by 
the City of Portland (Evaluating Street Lights, 2010) and the City of Palo Alto 
(Demonstration Assessment, 2010) has shown that stakeholders range from 
ambivalence to active dislike of MI lighting. Finally, the light output tends to be 
less uniform than other forms of bulbs.
Variable Illumination and Behavior Response
In addition to installing more efficient bulbs, a potential area for savings is 
reducing the total amount of energy used by five distinct but complementary 
strategies: dim existing lights, reduce hours of illumination, use sensor 
technology to turn on lights only when needed, take lights out of service, and 
delay or eliminate the replacement of dead bulbs.
Dimming existing lights allows the city to maintain existing areas of coverage 
while reducing electricity consumption. However, the ability to dim bulbs is 
not built in to all fixtures, thus limiting the breadth of possible implementation. 
Currently, the market for dimming components is not fully developed, making 
this an option that likely will be viable at some point in the future.
By modifying the time of day at which lights come on and turn off, the city could 
potentially recognize system-wide savings. As with the dimming option above, 
this approach is dependent on having the necessary technical infrastructure.
Using the same principle as motion-activated home lighting, sensor-triggered 
lighting would allow the city to provide illumination only when and where it is 
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needed. For example, lights in business districts or industrial parks could be 
configured to illuminate only during periods of active use.
The City of Salem may be able to identify existing lighting that could be 
removed from service with minimal impact on livability. As with the options 
above, removing lights from service provides an opportunity to reduce system 
costs. A related idea is to make a per-light decision on replacing dead bulbs; 
instead of automatically replacing any dead bulb, the city could choose to 
replace only bulbs in lights that meet designated criteria. Portland is currently 
implementing this strategy (LOC, 2011)
Longer-Term Areas for Savings
As new lights are added to the system, Salem has the opportunity to require 
certain characteristics consistent with its goals of efficiency and sustainability. 
Specifically, the city could require new lights be solid-state (LED or MI), be 
dimmable, and have flexible scheduling and triggering. By implementing these 
criteria, the city ensures a technologically flexible and environmentally-friendly 
system moving forward. 
Alternative Systems
As alternative and renewable energy sources have increased in prevalence, 
there have been efforts to apply these tools to streetlighting. These have 
included LEDs powered by solar energy or by wind. Aside from the reduction 
in energy costs, these systems provide the ability to establish streetlighting 
in areas that are “off the grid,” such as developing countries or in the case of 
power disruption caused by natural disasters. Unfortunately, off-grid systems 
also require a means of storing and managing energy for use when solar or 
wind energy is not available, which adds to the cost of the system. A pilot 
program will begin in New Jersey to examine the feasibility of including this type 
of hybrid system in an economic development district. It is anticipated that this 
project will provide practical “real world” assessments of the advantages and 
drawbacks of incorporating these systems into existing infrastructure. The DOE 
often has pilot program funding available through its Gateway program that the 
city might consider as a means to test the feasibility and economics of emerging 
technologies (Department of Energy, 2010).
The previous sections define the barriers Salem faces to sustainable streetlight 
operations and the many options available to overcome these barriers. Given 
the extent of funding, ownership, and energy efficiency mechanisms discussed, 
the research group narrowed our analysis to the six most suitable alternatives 
for the city: streetlight fee, property tax levy, streetlight adoption, lighting 
districts, acquisition of Salem Electric Option A, and LED upgrades for PGE 
Option C lights.
We selected these options based on preferences expressed by Salem’s 
Department of Public Works, frequency of use among similar municipalities, and 
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feasibility with respect to existing infrastructure and technology. The remainder 
of this report will evaluate these six alternatives and provide recommendations 
for action based on this analysis.
Evaluation of Funding, Acquisition, and 
Energy Efficiency Mechanisms
The central objective of this analysis is to identify the most sustainable 
streetlight operations system for the City of Salem. Satisfying this goal requires 
a clear definition of sustainability, specific to streetlighting systems. In addition 
to environmental elements, such as energy efficiency and light pollution, a 
sustainable streetlighting solution must address the system’s financial stability 
and endurance. 
William Thompson, Public Works director at the City of Palo Alto, defines a truly 
sustainable streetlight system by the following guidelines: 
• Simplify and streamline lighting management
• Improve controllability of the system 
• Advance energy efficiency 
• Improve visibility
• Create neighborhood identity and evoke civic pride
• Reduce light pollution
• Reduce waste of spent lamps
Thompson explains further that by using advanced energy efficient technology, 
the other guidelines can be easily met and maintained by any small to medium 
size city or district similar to Salem. Investing in a long-term solution with stable 
resources to maintain a city’s investment should be a manageable goal for the 
City of Salem in creating a sustainable streetlight system.
The following sections provide cost and investment analyses of steps for 
achieving sustainability within the framework established above. Discrete 
analysis of funding and efficiency options yielded the following results. This 
analysis focuses on the first three elements – simplify and streamline lighting 
management, improve controllability of the system, advance energy efficiency – 
when evaluating alternatives.
Funding Mechanisms
After surveying available funding mechanisms, we selected four options 
for detailed analysis and comparison. We identified these funding options 
(streetlight fee, property tax levy, streetlight adoption, and lighting districts) 
based on the Department of Public Works’ staff preferences and the level of 
success these systems have achieved in other municipalities. Analysis of these 
options was performed using the following criteria: cost of implementation, ease 
of implementation, cost of operation, and equity. 
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The cost of implementation measures the amount of resources required 
to employ each funding mechanism. This concept includes the costs of 
program and policy development and delivery. Our discussion of program 
implementation costs includes labor costs, such as hiring new administrative 
staff, and operational expenses, such as office supplies or the use of streetlight 
maintenance equipment. 
To evaluate the difficulty of implementing funding mechanisms, we identified the 
degree to which significant barriers to designing or administering programs and 
policies exist.
The cost of operation evaluates the resources required to monitor, control, and 
evaluate programs and policies. Similar to cost of implementation, this concept 
involves measuring labor and operational resources.
Equity, as used in this analysis, refers to the distribution of the financial 
burden that different revenue-raising mechanisms place on Salem residents 
and business owners. We used this criterion to determine the fairness of the 
various streetlight-funding options available to the city. Salem’s streetlights 
represent a pure public good, from which all residents and businesses derive 
indistinguishable utility. Under this assumption, equity measures the degree 
to which a funding mechanism places the same costs on all residents and 
businesses and provides everyone with the same quantity of illumination. When 
making recommendations, we favor systems with a higher degree of equity. 
Figure 5 (below) summarizes the results of our analysis of the four funding 
mechanisms. Ordinal values were assigned to these results to allow comparison 
of qualitative information in a single matrix. This very general analysis highlights 
the low costs and high equity associated with a streetlight fees as compared to 
the other options. The subsequent discussion sections provide more detailed 
evaluations of options. 
Streetlight Fee 
Implementation and Operation
Creating a direct fee for the provision of streetlighting is a low-cost option for 
the city to implement. The collection of a small monthly “streetlight fee” would 
be very expensive if the city decided to create a separate bill for the collection 
of the fee, but adding the charge to existing billing infrastructure would produce 
Funding Mechanism Cost of 
Implementation
Difficulty of 
Implementation
Cost of 
Operation
Equity
Streetlight Fee Lowest Low Lowest Highest
Property Tax Levy Low Lowest Highest High
Streetlight Adoption High Highest High Lowest
Lighting Districts Highest High Low Low
Figure 5: Funding Mechanism Evaluation (Ranked by Category)
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very little additional costs to the city. Difficulty of implementation is relatively low 
with a flat-rate user fee. A simple calculation to determine the fee rate can be 
done by dividing the number of Salem households and businesses by the cost 
of streetlighting. These numbers are already known to the city, and therefore 
would allow for the city to easily establish a monthly streetlight fee that is 
directly related to the cost of provision. This method is also extremely low cost 
for future operation. By adding the fee to another utility billing, or implementing 
a “pass-through,” the city is able to pass the cost of collection to another entity.
Equity
Charging a flat user fee is the most equitable form of tax collection on an entity-
to-entity basis, charging all residents and businesses the same fee for the same 
service. This method ensures equity between residents and businesses as well. 
All entities pay the same fee for the same use of the public good (lighting) that 
streetlights provide. 
Property Tax Levy
Implementation and Operation
As a streetlight funding mechanism, property tax levies are generally associated 
with the lowest difficulty of implementation. In Salem’s current financial climate, 
including a streetlight charge in local property taxes may be much more difficult. 
The Oregon Constitution places a limit on households’ property tax burden. 
If a household’s property taxes exceed this limit, Salem must “compress” the 
amount owed. When in compression, localities must reduce local option taxes, 
such as a streetlight fee, first (Oregon Department of Revenue, 2011). Many 
households in Salem currently face compression. Under these circumstances, 
implementing a streetlight fee via property tax levy may be more difficult and will 
likely fail to generate the revenue needed to finance Salem’s streetlights.
One particular advantage of the property tax levy is that households and 
businesses are responsible for only one payment per year and county 
offices are responsible for the collection of the tax. This creates minimal 
implementation and operational costs for Salem. Other considerations for 
implementing and operating a property tax levy are similar to the monthly fee 
previously discussed.
Equity
Adding a streetlight charge to property taxes is associated with moderate 
equity by placing the entire tax burden on landowners. This method requires 
landowners to directly pay the streetlighting fee, which may or may not be 
passed on to renters. In this situation, the city would create an extra burden 
on property taxpayers as well as short-term inequality where rental rates are 
currently under contract. 
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Streetlight Adoption
Implementation and Operation
While the implementation of a streetlight adoption program does not require 
the development of elaborate tax administration systems, there are moderate 
administrative costs associated with this mechanism. To establish an adoption 
program, the city must develop criteria and identify which streetlights are 
“unnecessary;” such lights would be available for adoption. With more than 
10,000 lights currently in operation, this process will likely require considerable 
time and, most likely, new staff to develop and manage the program. The city’s 
lack of ownership of all streetlights may make the process of evaluation easier 
(fewer lights to examine); however, this will reduce the cost savings. 
Another important cost to consider is the fee to retire and re-illuminate 
streetlights. Under a streetlight adoption program, the city must incur costs 
to turn off streetlights identified as unnecessary, in addition to the fee to re-
illuminate adopted lights. According to the Department of Public Works, 
streetlights cost the city $75 to turn off and another $75 to switch back on. 
The cost to operate this system relies on the amount of participation from 
residents and businesses. Because the financial burden will fall on only some 
people, there will most likely be lower long-term compliance and administrative 
costs. This method’s primary advantage is the flexibility it provides the city to 
determine the exact level of savings they will achieve. Each light has a specific 
power consumption rate. Examining the desired rate savings in conjunction with 
the desired cost saving will allow the city to provide the level of lighting they 
prefer. The method allows residents, businesses, and the city flexibility because 
any streetlight can be re-illuminated with sponsorship. This means that if a 
person felt that their street needed to be fully lit, they could pay for the city to 
use the lights. 
Equity
Streetlight adoption fails to satisfy the equity criteria. With this program, a 
segment of the population will bear higher financial responsibility for the 
streetlight operations. In addition, low-income residents may be unable to pay to 
sponsor the lights that they value, creating inequity in provision. 
Lighting District
Implementation and Operation
This method of streetlight finance is associated with low operations costs, 
but moderate implementation costs and low ease of implementation. The 
primary barrier to implementing a lighting district policy involves the formation 
of districts. There are two ways for Salem to form lighting districts. First, the 
city may require new development areas to provide their own streetlights and 
continue to finance existing lights. This policy is expected to incur relatively low 
implementation and operations costs, but fails to significantly reduce the burden 
of streetlight operations. Alternatively, the city may relinquish control of all lights 
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and allow residents and businesses to form districts. This system removes 
the financial burden of streetlighting from the city and requires low operational 
costs. In terms of implementation, this method will likely incur high costs to 
facilitate lighting district formation and contracts with utilities. In addition, this 
method will likely generate labor and resource costs to retire and re-illuminate 
streetlights. 
Equity
The lighting district model creates significant inequity among residents. Special 
service districts develop to independently provide a good or service that 
their municipality is not providing. Historically, these districts are not used to 
provide public goods. If the city implemented lighting districts for the entire city, 
individual areas would take on different portions of streetlight operations cost 
but experience equal public good benefits. This creates problems of free riders 
and inconsistent distribution of illumination throughout the city.
Acquisition of Salem Option A
In order to evaluate Salem’s option to purchase streetlights owned by the 
utilities, we calculated the net annualized cost savings associated with the 
investment. This analysis determined the simple payback period, discounted 
payback period, net present value, and internal rate of return on a prospective 
$90,356 investment in acquiring the Salem Option A streetlight segment. An 
acquisition of the PGE owned lights (PGE Option A segment) was not evaluated 
because PGE is not willing or able to sell the lights that are currently under 
contract with Salem.
As seen in Figure 6 (below), acquisition at the current purchase price of 
$90,355.62 produces a net present value (NPV) of $18,274 assuming an 
11-year life and 4% discount rate. This acquisition would have a discounted 
payback period of 8.79 years and save the city $12,400 per year. These annual 
savings include the projected gain from lower maintenance costs that Salem 
would realize if this additional 5% of streetlights were under the city’s control. 
This does not include any efficiency improvements that Salem would be able to 
implement by upgrading these lights at a future point, which would be possible 
when these lights are owned by the city.
Discount Rate Selection
The objective of NPV analysis is to determine the net present value of the 
discounted cash flows of an investment. Selecting an appropriate discount 
rate requires consideration of what can be earned on alternate investments of 
comparable risk and return. Knowing the difference between the discounted 
payback period and the simple payback period can make a critical difference in 
selecting an investment with a positive, rather than a negative, NPV. The objective 
of the investor is to only undertake investments with a positive NPV where the 
internal rate of return exceeds the discount rate (Brealey and Myers, 2003).
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Several models exist for selecting the appropriate discount rate when analyzing 
a public investment. In light of the low risk associated with the Salem Option 
A acquisition, an argument for the application of a 1% discount rate could be 
made. The federal Office of Management and Budget (OMB) suggests the use 
of a 7% discount rate for public projects (OMB Circular A94, 1992). David F. 
Burgess and Richard O. Zerbe (2011) suggest that “the social opportunity cost 
of capital (SOC) is superior to other suggested approaches in its generality 
and its ease of use,” and recommend the use of a “range of real rates that vary 
between 6% and 8%.”
For the analysis of the prospective Salem Electric acquisition, the research 
team utilized a 4% discount rate, as it represents a midpoint between a 1% 
discount rate reached through the Brealey and Myers theory, and the 7% 
rate suggested by Circular A94 and supported by Burgess and Zerbe. The 
selection of 4% as the applicable discount rate is predicated on the interest rate 
obtainable on comparable investments of similar risk and return levels. Since 
the acquisition would essentially consist of a title transfer, the associated risks 
are relatively low. The reliability of the Salem Option A lighting segment is also 
well known, and the assumption of maintenance related risks are no greater 
than those currently borne by Salem Public Works. 
The influence of discount rates over payback periods can be discerned in 
Appendices B, D, E, and F. Figure 6 illustrates the impact of various discount 
rates on a prospective investment of $90,356 and associated annual savings of 
$12,400 over an 11-year project life with an associated simple payback period 
of 7.29 years.
Efficiency Mechanisms
The research team conducted a second NPV analysis of the potential 
$90,259 investment in 131 LED upgrades within the PGE Option C segment 
of Salem’s streetlight system. This presents an alternative to the prospective 
$90,356 investment in acquiring the Salem Electric Option A lighting segment. 
Unproven service lives of LEDs in the field are accompanied by greater risk and 
uncertainty, which led the research team to select a 7% discount rate. This rate 
is in alignment with OMB Circular A94 and supported by Burgess and Zerbe. 
Discount Rate
1% 4% 7% 10%
Net Present Value $38,203 $18,274 $2,628 ($9,817)
Discounted Payback 
Period
7.60 years 8.79 years 10.55 years 13.69 years
Figure 6: Sensitivity Analysis for the Acquisition of Salem Electric Option A Lights
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The city can feasibly obtain an energy savings rate of 35% by investing in a 
120W LED Array fixture by Holophane (K. Fough, personal communication, 
May 5, 2011). These LEDs would replace 131 of the 250W HPS luminaires 
currently owned and maintained by the city. While the energy savings of the 
LEDs is indisputable, the LED fixture cost is high, at $600 each. Holophane 
LEDs have a 5 year warranty, but this does not include the cost of labor for 
their replacement (K. Fough, personal communication, May 5, 2011). The 
research team estimates that roughly 20% of the 131 fixture pilot program 
LEDs (26) would require replacement during the warranty period (see schedule 
in Appendix C2). We expect the number of remaining LED fixtures requiring 
replacement beyond the warranty period to increase annually as they approach 
their estimated maximum service life of 11.41 years. While LED prices will 
likely decline over time, replacement after the warranty period would be entirely 
at the city’s expense. See Appendices C1 and C2 for further computational 
assumptions building to the expected net annualized savings of $8,244.09. 
The NPV analysis of a prospective investment in 131 LEDs at a 35% energy 
savings rate is presented in Appendix D. At the city’s request, two additional 
LED investment scenarios were also created, at increased annual energy 
saving rates of 50% and 70%, with all other variables held constant. NPV 
analyses for these two theoretical investments are presented in Appendices E 
and F. Figure 7 presents the financial performance metrics for each prospective 
and theoretical investment alternative. In addition, Figure 8 graphically presents 
the ranges of NPV of these investments at different discount rates.
SE Option A 
Acquisition 
(Prospective)
LED Upgrades 
@35% Energy 
Savings: 
(Prospective)
LED Upgrades 
@50% Energy 
Savings: 
(Theoretical)
LED Upgrades 
@70% Energy 
Savings: 
(Theoretical)
Investment $90,356 $90,259 $90,259 $90,259
Net Annualized 
Savings
$12,400 $8,244 $10,534 $13,587
Project Life (years) 11 11 11 11
Discount Rate 4% 7% 7% 7%
Simple Payback 
Period
7.29 yrs 10.95 yrs 8.57 yrs 6.64 yrs
Discounted Payback 
Period
8.79 yrs 21.50 yrs 13.54 yrs 9.25 yrs
Net Present Value $18,274 ($28,439) ($11,270) $11,622
Internal Rate of 
Return
7.58% 0.08% 4.41% 9.51%
Figure 7: Salem Electric Option A Acquisition vs. PGE Option C LED Upgrades
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Figure 8: Net Present Values of Four Investment Scenarios at Various Discount Rates
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Recommendations
These findings have led us to the following policy recommendations, which 
we feel have the greatest potential to benefit the Public Works Department 
and the city at large. Adoption of these recommendations is expected to have 
positive impacts on Salem, such as improved road conditions, increased cost-
efficiency of streetlight operations, and decreased energy consumption. The 
first recommendation, implementation of a streetlighting fee, is the primary city 
action that the research team proposes. The subsequent recommendations are 
secondary steps. 
Implementation of a Streetlighting Fee
The most cost-effective streetlight funding option available to Salem is 
the establishment of a $1.50 per month streetlight fee. The research team 
recommends this option based on its low administrative costs, ease of 
implementation, and ability to raise sufficient revenue. 
A primary benefit of this funding mechanism is the capacity to easily generate 
the revenue needed to fully finance the city’s streetlight operation costs. A 
fee of $1.50 per month would generate more than sufficient revenue to fund 
streetlights at current levels. This burden would not exceed $18 per year per 
address and is not expected to have a substantial impact on any individual or 
group of people. $18 represents approximately 0.04 percent of Salem’s median 
annual household income (US Census Bureau, 2009).
With the direct user fee, there is technically no cap on the amount of revenue 
that can be collected. This enables the creation of a financially sustainable fund 
that will pay for the streetlights at any level the city desires. This fund will be 
discussed in greater detail in the Capital Charges section. Other advantages 
that this fee structure provides are the possibility for upgrades to infrastructure 
and the ability to adjust the fee annually.
Based on our evaluation of existing systems and the preferences of the City of 
Salem Department of Public Works, the most effective streetlight fee format will 
uniformly charge city residents and businesses, regardless of their perceived 
level of benefit from streetlights. 
Municipalities across Oregon and the nation have successfully implemented 
direct streetlight fees. Tualatin, for example, collects a “Road Utility Fee” from 
all city residents and businesses through their the monthly water and sewer bill 
and distributes bills to those within city limits who do not have a water/sewer bill. 
This fee covers the cost of streetlight operations and other street maintenance 
needs. Tualatin’s system allows for changes to be made rapidly; in 2005, the fee 
was increased by $0.50 monthly for sidewalk repair and tree replacement (City 
of Tualatin Website, 2011). The City of Conneaut, Ohio implemented a similar 
system but generated controversy by only charging a fee to addresses within 
500 feet of a streetlight. This implementation decision created resentment from 
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residents based not only on inequity in levying the fee, but on lost revenue from 
households outside of the 500-foot fee zone. We recommend that the City of 
Salem consider the implications of the distribution of user fees when evaluating 
revenue options. 
Delivery Mechanism
Because it is inefficient to bill such a small charge separately, we recommend 
that Salem include their streetlight fee with existing utility fees. Bundling is 
a common and successful delivery method for cities that employ a monthly 
streetlight fee. This delivery mechanism allows municipalities to use existing 
billing systems, providing ease of implementation and generating maximum 
revenue per dollar collected. Some cities include their streetlight fee with 
municipal water/sewer bills, while others contract local power utilities to collect 
the fee through their monthly billing. 
The research team recommends that Salem consider contracting the local 
electric utilities to administer the streetlight fee. While water/sewer billing 
infrastructure exists, the system would not allow the city to bill every household 
separately with as much ease. Some multifamily units are billed collectively, 
reducing the ease with which the streetlight fee can be more equitably 
administered. 
Capital Charges
A final implementation strategy recommended for Salem is the inclusion of a 
capital improvement charge with the monthly streetlight fee. By charging an 
additional fee of $0.25 - $0.50 per address per month, the city can generate 
a streetlight capital fund. A charge of $0.25 per month could generate over 
$250,000 annually. This revenue can provide Salem with resources necessary 
to make energy efficiency upgrades and install lights in under lit areas around 
the city. These increases in energy efficiency are expected to lower streetlight 
operations costs, allowing the rate of the streetlight fee to fall over time. Tualatin 
provides an example of a successful capital improvement fee and the flexibility it 
affords the city in provision of services. The rate of a capital improvement fee is 
more difficult to calculate but will positively address the public “buy in” problem 
that cities face in implementing and operating a fee system for streetlights. 
Acquisition of Salem Option A Lights
Based on the expected annual savings of $12,400 associated with the 
acquisition of Salem Option A lights, we recommend that the city consider 
purchasing these lights from Salem Electric now, for $90,356. This investment 
meets the positive NPV test and has the highest NPV among the current 
alternatives. Another aspect of this opportunity that bears consideration is that it 
might not be available in the future. The research team expects this investment 
to produce positive returns after 8.79 years. Additionally, the city may regard the 
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Salem Electric Option A acquisition as a long-term investment enabling future 
upgrades to LEDs; which would be under city control only through ownership.
Postpone LED Upgrades for the PGE Option C Segment
While the increased efficiency of LED lighting is indisputable, other factors such 
as high acquisition costs, escalating LED failure rates beyond the warranty 
period, and unproven LED service lives limit the expected benefits for the city. 
With a discounted payback period of 21.5 years, the city would never recover an 
investment in LEDs if their maximum expected service life is only 11.41 years. 
Finally, with a negative NPV of $28,439, the city should table any plans for LED 
streetlight upgrades until prices come down to more acceptable levels. The 
downward trend in LED fixture prices is expected to continue. 
Further technological advances are in development that will allow for greater 
energy savings than the 35% rate currently obtainable. According to Kelly 
Fough of Holophane, the next wave of LEDs will be individually programmable, 
allowing the Department of Public works to dim illumination at desired intervals 
(Personal Communication, April 21, 2011). This coming innovation holds the 
potential for sufficient additional energy savings to further offset acquisition 
costs, lower the discounted payback period, and shift the current negative NPV 
to positive NPV. 
All underlying assumptions, computations, and financial analyses in Appendices 
C1, C2, D, E, and F can be updated at future intervals to reassess the 
investment potential of LED upgrades and further innovations, and assure that 
only positive NPV investments are made.
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Additional Considerations 
The above recommendations represent the research team’s conclusions 
about the most cost-effective and equitable steps available to Salem. When 
considering the implementation of our recommendations, the city should keep in 
mind the implications of levying a new tax on its residents. We recommend that 
the city consider these aspects when evaluating alternatives and deciding to act 
on the research team’s recommendations.
The Price of Government
As with any government expenditure, public works spending is subject to 
a certain level of scrutiny from both the public in general and taxpayers in 
particular. While streetlight costs are a small portion of any individual’s total tax 
burden, Salem should acknowledge that any increase in costs passed on to 
community members comes with a degree of public resistance. 
In The Price of Government (2004), David Osborne and Peter Hutchinson state 
that the total amount a community is willing to spend on government services 
is constrained within a narrow range. This means that any significant increase 
in one area of fee or tax collections needs to be offset by a corresponding 
decrease in another area. For example, Oregonians have voted repeatedly to 
limit base property taxes levels, but there has been a gradual increase in the 
amount of income tax collected. The Oregon Business Council has calculated 
that the total “price” of government Oregonians have supported has remained 
remarkably consistent over the past 30 years when measured as a percentage 
of personal income (Oregon’s Challenge, 2011). Any new fee collected for 
streetlights will add to the current burden Salem residents must pay. While the 
fee is a small portion of average household income, it is reasonable to expect 
some degree of backlash from residents and business owners. 
The Opportunity Cost of Government
The Public Works Department is not alone in their financial challenges. The city 
as a whole faces extremely limited resources, and it is important to consider the 
financial implications of diverting resources to streetlight funding on all other city 
departments and functions. While the Public Works Department has identified 
streetlight operations as their preferred means of addressing budgetary 
concerns, the needs of all projects and all departments must be considered. 
This idea is important because taxpayers have a tax cap, or a limit, on how 
much they are willing to spend for public goods (Browning, 1976). 
The Nature of Public Goods
According to economic theory, streetlighting is a pure public good. The use of 
a streetlight by one individual does not preclude another’s use (it is non-rival), 
nor is it possible to limit the benefits to only those individuals who have paid for 
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them (it is non-excludable) (Stiglitz and Walsh, 2002). When individuals cannot 
be prevented from enjoying the benefits of a good, there is little incentive for 
private provision. Consequently, the provision of streetlighting falls within the 
scope of city government. 
When considering the implementation of a new streetlight funding mechanism, 
the city must consider its authority and responsibility to provide public goods. 
While economic theory concerning public goods will not prevent public 
resistance to new fees or taxes to support public streetlighting, it is unlikely that 
one could expect private provision of these services absent a legal or regulatory 
requirement to do so. (Note that this applies to public streetlighting but not 
necessarily private lighting, such as that found in shopping centers, industrial 
parks, and other non-public areas.)
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Conclusion
Several funding, ownership, and efficiency mechanisms are available to Salem 
to increase the sustainability of its streetlighting system. Through qualitative 
and financial analysis, the research team identified three recommended actions 
Salem can take at this time:
• Implement a direct “streetlight fee.”
• Purchase Salem Option A lights.
• Postpone investments in LED or other energy efficiency technology.
Although the City of Salem has a unique finance and ownership structure, this 
report highlights decision-making calculus that can be applied to numerous 
other municipalities facing similar problems. The recommendations made 
throughout the report serve to answer the underlying research questions 
established by the University of Oregon students and the City of Salem. 
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Appendix
Appendix A: Public Works reports to City Council
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